1. The Apache has already been dispatched to the Viradona system border to await the arrival of the Ganymede.
2. The Ganymede must be flight ready and all repairs made in order to rendezvous with the Apache at the Viradona system border by 21:05 hours Stardate 10103.20. No delay will be tolerated
3. It is imperative that strict First Contact protocols be maintained
4. Starfleet and indeed the Federation Council is curious to know how this race has amassed the type of knowledge about us, that it can be so specific in its unusual request; and yet we know nothing about them.
<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>
Host GCO_Taylor says: :: sitting in the Command Chair and brooding about this upcoming first contact mission and hating the lack of intelligence::
AStrOps_Turnbull says:
:: Sitting in his office in Security and reviewing intelligence reports for the Viradona Sector, noting there is precious little in the way of Intel::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Walking onto the bridge from the TL and goes to her appointed chair and sits down::
ACSO_Storal says:
:: At Science One getting the department report ready::
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Steps out of the turbo lift onto the bridge and goes to her station::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Steps out of the TL next to his wife::
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: At tactical awaiting orders::
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: On the bridge at the Ops Console::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: At TAC1, scanning long-range sensors for the Ganymede::
ACEO_Yeung says:
:: In Main Engineering, monitoring systems::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Enters the bridge and takes her seat...nose in a Padd of reports::
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: On course to designated coordinates::
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Sits in her quarters contemplating something::
ASO_Hammond says:
:: In stellar cart. Getting readings on the area::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GFCO: What is our ETA to the Viradona System?
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: At tactical viewing all intelligence reports available::
ACSO_Storal says:
AXO: :: Smiles:: Here's another one for you Sir:: hands her a Padd::
AMO_Sarel says:
:: In sickbay checking instruments and such::
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::on the bridge looking over the mission orders once more, glances up as Kathleen sits beside her:: AXO: You must find that report quite interesting.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Watching engine output and Warp Bubble stability reports:: GCO: We're looking good so far. We should be there in 10 Sir. :: Turns and grins::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Looks up and pretends to be excited:: ACSO: Oh Why thank you.... I'll just add that to my reading for the day...
AStrOps_Turnbull says:
:: Taps communicator:: *AOPS*: Mister Lowell, has there been any contact with the Ganymede thus far?
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Exits her quarters and heads for the Bridge::
GCSO_Ray says:
:: Walks off turbo lift and sees the Captain:: Permission to take my station?
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Waggles Eyebrows:: GCO: Want me to punch it Sir?
ACSO_Storal says:
:: Chuckles and turns his attention back to his console::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
GCO: Greetings Captain, I hope this latest assignment will prove to be an adventurous one. :: Smiles::
AOPS_Lowell says:
*AStrOps* Negative, sir
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GCSO: Granted and welcome back, Mister Ray.
AXO_Linard says:
:: Glances at Tyria:: ACO: Huh? Oh....:: laughs::.... once a doctor always a doctor..... I'm just reading Dr. Naegle's autopsy report.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GFCO: No I'd just like an ETA, Mister Harlok.
ACSO_Storal says:
*ASO*: Mr. Hammond any data coming thru yet.
GCSO_Ray says:
CO: Thank you, sir
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GCNS: Be careful what you wish, for Counselor. :: Smiles::
AOPS_Lowell says:
*AStrOps* Shall I contact you when we receive word from them?
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Raises eyebrow at the CNS::
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Enters the bridge::
ASO_Hammond says:
*ACSO*: The data should be coming in shortly sir; I'll send it down as soon as I get.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Nods:: GCO: Well... We should be able to bring it up to Warp 7. That should bring it down to 4 hours Sir.
AStrOps_Turnbull says:
*AOPS*: Very good, could you let me know when they are within range?
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Chuckles:: GCO: I suppose I should have kept that to myself.
ASO_Hammond says:
:: Scans the planet::
ACSO_Storal says:
*ASO*: Acknowledged
AOPS_Lowell says:
*AStrOps* Aye, sir
GXO_Silek says:
:: Steps over to the XO's chair:: GCO: Captain... The ship is in silent running... I wish we had more information on where the Ossara procured their information on the Federation Sir.
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Is still in the equipment locker on the Bridge::
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
:: Smiles:: AXO: I should have known. It is hard to give it up....:: looks up from the report she was looking at and over at OPS:: AOPS: Mister Lowell, have you detected any communications within the system thus far?
ACSO_Storal says:
ACO: Sir I must admit that these missions get me a bit spooked.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GCNS: Not at all, counselor. Were you able to find ANYTHING of value on the Viradona system?
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GFCO: Make it so, Lieutenant.
ACEO_Yeung says:
:: Smiles, satisfied that all the repairs to the Apache are running smoothly::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
GCO: Nothing that we don't already know Sir.
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: Not a peep, Captain. If anyone is out there they're rigged for silent running
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Wonders if she should visit sickbay::
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Adjusts speed and Bubble formation to keep silent running protocol in place:: GCO: Aye Sir! :: Fights down the itch to ram the Mede to full power:: Warp 7 engaged.
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: I found nothing in the intelligence reports sir.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GXO: You and I both, Mister Silek. Unfortunately, wishing does not make it so. GCNS: And that's the long and short of it.
ASO_Hammond says:
:: Reads the data coming in:: self: there has to be more to it then that. *ACSO*: Sir, data coming your way.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
ACSO: I know what you mean, but at the same time, I find them fascinating.
GCSO_Ray says:
:: Scans the area and then brings up any information on the area::
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
AOPS: Understood, Mister Lowell.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Can we emit a coded frequency blip at one watt that the Apache can pick up but no one else?
ACSO_Storal says:
*ASO*: I'm getting it now
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Captain, I am picking up an unidentified ship on long-range sensors.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Brings up star chart of destination and begins to plot a vector for optimal screening of the Mede's sensor image::
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Heads for sickbay::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Analysis? GTO: Look on with OPS on this...
AMO_Sarel says:
:: Goes over all supplies and equipment since no one around right now::
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: In orbit of HX-20541::
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: I can sir.
ACSO_Storal says:
ACO: Sir we have extensive scans of the planet in question.. But the atmosphere has prevented the federation from colonizing it.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Make it happen, Commander.
GXO_Silek says:
GCO: Indeed...:: looks over GOP'S shoulder at the readings::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Still in the freaken equipment locker::
ACSO_Storal says:
ACO: Sir I'm picking up the Gany.
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: Aye sir.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Universal translator aboard the Ganymede fails,
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: Captain, The USS Ganymede is on Long Range Sensors. She is headed our way at Warp 7
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Sir, I'm picking up a ship on long-range sensors .... It has a Federation signature.
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Sending coded::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Looks back over her shoulder:: AOPS: Status?
GCNS_Ashworth says:
GCO: By the way Captain, my husband is resting up; he injured his ankle while on shoreleave.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
ACSO: That's what the preliminary reports suggested. Have you discovered anything else?
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GCNS: Indeed? My wishes for his health, Commander.
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Looks puzzled:: GCO: Our universal translator just failed.
AXO_Linard says:
:: Looks to the captain:: ACTO: Is it the Ganymede?
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: Shall I hail the Ossara ship?
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Enters the sickbay::
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
AOPS: Thank you Lieutenant.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Taps console:: AXO: Aye, sir.
ACSO_Storal says:
ACO: Negative Sir we're working on it.
AMO_Sarel says:
:: Looks up and sees Xavier:: ACIV: Well, hello there.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Wonderful. And on a first contact mission. What did our analysis of the unknown vessel yield?
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: At this time Sir, nothing. I am trying again.
ACSO_Storal says:
*ASO*: Keep scanning there has to be something there that was missed... try a full spectrum scan.
ACIV_Xavier says:
AMO: Hello Doctor.
AXO_Linard says:
ACTO: Acknowledged.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Watches TAC display very carefully, waiting for the orders to evade or skirt::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
CTO: Maintain Yellow alert. XO? OPS: We have to get that translator back on line. :: Wonders just what the odds are on this one...then calculates it...and just shakes his head silently::
AMO_Sarel says:
ACIV: How are you doing today? Visiting, or in need of something? :: Smiles::
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO/XO: Sir there are 2 lifeforms aboard the Ossara ship
ASO_Hammond says:
*ACSO*: aye sir.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, there are two types of life forms on the vessel.
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: Shall I hail the Ossara ship?
ACIV_Xavier says:
AMO: Needed to make a new batch of supplements for myself.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Nods:: GCO: Aye Sir...:: gets a tricorder:: GCO: I'll attempt to locate the problem from here while I contact Engineering Sir.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
AOPS: Monitor the Ossarra vessel for now. And hail the Ganymede once they are within range.
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: Begins taking readings from HX-20541::
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Send information to TAC station::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Indeed. Run a search in the computer to see what it might be similar to.
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Scans of the Ossarra ship begin to reveal greater detail. It is a long, cylindrical, vessel of a dark muted gray that seems to blend into the fabric of space and give it a camouflaged appearance. Along its length lie a series of hundreds of small pods that appear to be smaller vessels, like shuttles, attached the greater whole.
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Sees her captain shake his head:: GCO: I guess it's always something isn't it Sir?
ACSO_Storal says:
*ACO*: Forward you findings to Sickbay and tactical. I'm sure they could use the data.
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Reviews information GOPS sends to tactical::
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir. :: Begins searching::
GFCO_Harlok says:
::Finishes reading the sensor data:: GOPS: Whoa! That thing looks like a carrier!
ASO_Hammond says:
:: Starts a full spectrum scan and compares it to what Starfleet already recorded::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Sir, I have the unidentified ship on sensors. Shall I put it on the main viewscreen?
GXO_Silek says:
:: Heads to the TAC#2 and runs a diagnostic on the translator::
AOPS_Lowell says:
COMM: Ganymede: USS Ganymede, this is the USS Apache calling on an encrypted frequency. Do you read?
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Raises eyebrow at the GFCO:: 
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Starts replicating the needed substances::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Nods to the CTO:: ACTO: Go ahead Mr. Cha'Dak.... lets see it...
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Frowns and brings up evasion maneuvers for numerous small craft::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Sees the readouts himself:: ALL: Does that look just slightly like a military vessel? Or a colony ship?
GOPS_Serok says:
Comm: Apache: USS Apache, this is the Ganymede, we read you.
OCO_Rhianok says:
<#2>:: Enters bridge and stands silently::
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Captain, it is the Apache.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Taps console - the unidentified ship appears on the viewscreen::
AMO_Sarel says:
ACIV: I think I can do that for you.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Make sure they know of our Translator situation. And Put them onscreen.
ACSO_Storal says:
:: Looks at the TAC Scans:: All: By the Emissary.. That’s huge.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
ALL: It is big, is it not?
ASO_Hammond says:
*ACSO*: aye sir:: sends data to sickbay and tactical::
AOPS_Lowell says:
COMM: Ganymede: Hello there, nice to hear your voice. I am patching you through to Captain Tyler-Turnbull
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Puts the Gany on-screen::
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: I have them Captain
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
:: Looks up at the viewscreen as the Ossarra ship appears::
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Brings up nav-display:: GCO: Sir, linkup with Apache in 1 minute.
ACIV_Xavier says:
AMO: Thanks, but I'm ok. I can handle it myself. But thanks for offering. :: Smiles::
GOPS_Serok says:
COMM: Apache: Acknowledged. GCO: Captain, it is Captain Turnbull.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Ganymede and Apache rendezvous on schedule
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
AOPS: Good Lieutenant.
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Watches as the Ganymede pulls abreast of the Apache::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Looks at the Ossara vessel:: Self:: Interesting....
AOPS_Lowell says:

ACSO_Storal says:
*AMO*: I'm forwarding the data as it becomes available.. It may help in your research.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Checks time and smirks smugly as, yet again, another flawless rendezvous is accomplished::
AMO_Sarel says:
ACIV: Okay...no problem...go ahead.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: GCO: Captain Taylor, it's good to see you. We're glad to be working with your fine crew on this mission.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Coded and tight beam if you please. Onscreen.
AXO_Linard says:
ACSO: What do you have on that ship so far Mr. Storal?
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir. Onscreen.
AMO_Sarel says:
*ACSO*: Understood...thank you.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
COMM: ACO: The pleasure is ours, Captain. I trust your husband is well?
ACSO_Storal says:
AXO: Well its huge... weapons unknown.. Shields unknown..
GXO_Silek says:
:: Frowning as the diagnostic shows nothing ... decides to open the panel leading to the translator circuit::
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Takes the batch of supplements and puts then in hypo canisters::
AStrOps_Turnbull says:
:: Frustrated with lack of any real information::
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Refines the sensors to check what kind of life form they match::
ACSO_Storal says:
ACTO: Can you get a clear ID on the Ossara vessel Mr. Cha’Dak?
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Adjusts trim to fall in along the Apache's port side::
ASO_Hammond says:
:: Taps the console:: self: what do they want with this planet?
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Sits back in her chair::
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: Sir, do you want me to monitor the Ossara vessel?
AMO_Sarel says:
:: Accesses the data and begins to study it::
ACIV_Xavier says:
AMO: I'm all done here, just holler if you need any help.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: GCO: Yes, he's doing quite well; I know he's hoping that the two of you can get together again before we have to go our separate ways again.
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: Sir, the life forms are reading as a familiar signature... no confirmation on what type....
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Looks at the life form scans and raises her eyebrow::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GTO: Like a hawk, Mister Vestabo.
ACSO_Storal says:
:: Scans the smaller vessels that surround the Ossara ship::
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: Aye sir.
AXO_Linard says:
:: Nods:: AOPS: Acknowledged... keep me informed.
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Monitors the Ossara vessel at Tac1::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
COMM: ACO: Tell him to consider that an official appointment. Unfortunately, we are affecting repair of our Universal translator.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Captain, the life form reading register:: eyes bug:: Borg Sir! :: As her head snaps up::
AOPS_Lowell says:
*AStrOps* Sir, We have made contact and Rendezvous with the Ganymede... your presence is requested on the bridge
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: Sir there are BORG signatures on the vessel!
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: At ease, Commander! Make sure!
GXO_Silek says:
:: Scans the translator with the tricorder::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Sir, my scans of the Ossara vessel concur with those of Lt. Powell’s.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Looks at Suvok in horror:: Self: Borg?
ACSO_Storal says:
AXO: Confirmed Sir.. there are Borg signatures.
AXO_Linard says:
:: Feels a chill go up her spine and rises to her feet:: AOPS: Borg? Have they detected us?
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Enters the bridge:: Aloud: Borg???
Host GCO_Taylor says:
COMM: ACO: We are reading Borg here, Captain! What do you make of this?
GXO_Silek says:
:: Concentrates on his work on the translator::
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Looks back down at her monitor and confirms:: GCO: Aye Sir. Borg. Confirmed.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Looks at ACIV and nods::
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: I am unable to answer that at this time Commander
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: Initiates a scan of the federation vassals::
ACIV_Xavier says:
Mutters: well, well. Looks like I might have some fun tonight.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GTO: Ready on the shields, but keep them down. Stand by the weapons but keep them cold. 
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Sir, we are being scanned by the Ossara vessel!
AXO_Linard says:
AOPS: Then keep on it Mr. Lowell..... FCO: Keep our distance....
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Tries to control his trembling hands while watching his nav sensor data::
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: Aye sir.
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: I suggest we Hail them immediately and find out just what is going on
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GFCO: Lay in evasives but wait for my order.
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Hears that Borg signatures have been discovered and she thinks "Not again"::
ACSO_Storal says:
:: Cracks his neck:: Self: Time to get down to business.
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: Aye, sir
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: GCO: Our Science officer has confirmed that. I think we may have more going on here that the desire to purchase a planet.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, there is another life form aboard as well.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: What is the status of our Translator repair?
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Readies the shields and has weapons on stand by:: GCO: Standing by sir.
GFCO_Harlok says:
GCO: Aye s-Sir! :: Enters in Evasive patterns to coincide with the Apache for maximum defense::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: What can you tell me in a nutshell about the second species?
GXO_Silek says:
:: Raises his head from the panel:: GCO: Sir.. Since they are not assimilating us.. Logic dictates that these Borg may not be part of the collective.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Checking Sir. 
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
AOPS: Standby Lieutenant.
OCO_Rhianok says:
COM: Federation vassals: We are the Ossarra
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO/XO: We have a second bio-signature aboard.. They appear to be Ossara... by the thousands...
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GXO: I concur, but we will remain wary.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
ACSO: Are you reading any other lifeforms, Commander?
GXO_Silek says:
~~~ GOPS: The circuits are still inoperative.~~~
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Looks up at the sound of the Ossara::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
COMM: ACO: We have a theory that these Borg may not be a part of the collective since they are not attempting assimilation.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Nods:: GCO: Yes Sir...:: returns to the repairs::
ACSO_Storal says:
ACO: Just those that Mr. Lowell mentioned. Ossarra and Borg,
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, the circuits are still inoperative. The second lifeform appears to be Ossara. In large quantities.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
ACSO: Understood, Commander.
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com: Federation vassals: You must reply
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Arcs the Ganymede into evasive pattern Delta queuing off the Apache's trajectory::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GTO: Raise anti-beaming fields but not shields if you can.
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: Aye sir.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Sir, should we respond to the Ossara?
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COMM: GCO: Agreed Captain, but I think we must remain alert here.
ACSO_Storal says:
ACO: Sir??
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Acknowledged. Can you get any translator at all? Try cross wiring a unit from a shuttle.
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: Captain all we are doing is speculating here... we can only learn so much from our scanners...
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Raises the anti-beaming field:: GCO: anti-beam shield raised, shield's and weapon's standing by.
AXO_Linard says:
:: Feels herself calm slightly and takes a seat again::
ACIV_Xavier says:
ACTO: Need any help sir?
AXO_Linard says:
:: Nods to the CTO:: ACTO: Of course....
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Ossara hail comes over the Ganymede COMM as gibberish
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: We are being hailed
GFCO_Harlok says:
Self: Ancestors I could use a little aid this day! :: Mutters the prayer and claps twice to give it wings::
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com:. Federation vessels: We are growing impatient
Host GCO_Taylor says:
COMM: ACO: That goes without saying, Captain. Captain, our translator is useless, we cannot respond to the Ossara. The honor falls to you, I'm afraid.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
ACIV: You could man TAC2 for me, if you would like.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
AOPS: Thank you, Lieutenant. Open a frequency.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, the Ossara Vessel is trying to hail us.
ACIV_Xavier says:
ACTO: Aye sir.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Frowns at the noise and looks at GOPS in confusion::
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO: Channel open
GCSO_Ray says:
GCO: a shuttle wouldn't be powerful enough
AXO_Linard says:
COM: Ossara: This is the USS Apache; we are pleased to meet you.
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Puts the OCO onscreen::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Synchronize something with the Apache to parisitize their decoded transmissions for the time being.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: Ossarra: This is Captain Turnbull of the USS Apache.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir.
AOPS_Lowell says:
COMM: GOPS: I am sending our feed to you now...
GXO_Silek says:
GCO: Sir... I shall attempt to do as you suggest and use a translator from the shuttle...:: heads towards the TL::
OCO_Rhianok says:
COM: Apache: Greetings::
GOPS_Serok says:
COMM: AOPS: Acknowledged.
OCO_Rhianok says:
COM: Apache: Activate your viewing device
AXO_Linard says:
:: Nods to AOPS to put them onscreen::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Activates viewing device::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GXO: Activate the Hologram Captain Lu left for us. Perhaps we can use its translation abilities for the time being.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Adjusts trim to maintain defensive posture with the Apache::
GCSO_Ray says:
GCO: sir what about old Morse code from the identity lights
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: Raises shields as viewer comes to life::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Stops just before the TL and heads to the equipment locker:: GCO: Yes Sir.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Ossarra vessel begins to raise shields in response to the Federation ships shielding
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Sir, they've raised shields.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: Ossarra: We have you onscreen now.
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Watches the viewscreen and the tactical station waiting the captain’s orders::
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com: Apache: Why have other ship weapons on?
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: Face shows a slight grimace::
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Listens to the com::
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Looks down at her monitor and raises her eyebrow:: GCO: Our weapons are not activated.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Sees Ossarran shields going up:: GTO: Do NOT raise shields. Keep weapons cold. We aren't going to be the ones to start an interstellar war.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Picks up the Holo-program and inserts it into the console::
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com: Apache: We come in peace, why defensive screen?
AXO_Linard says:
:: Raises her hand to the CTO:: ACTO: Lower shields Lt.
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: Weapons and shields are still on standby captain.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Looks at GCO in horror:: GCO: Sir! Surely the shields at LEAST??
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Is having trouble keeping her mind on the activity::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Lowers shields::
GTO_Vestabo says:
GCO: anti-beam is up as you ordered though captain.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Thought occurs to him:: GOPS: Shut the transporters down too.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Shields are lowered. Weapons are offline.
AXO_Linard says:
COM: Rhianok: Our humblest apologies. We detected Borg signatures aboard your vessel.... we too come in peace
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GFCO: Belay that, Mister Harlok.
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com: Apache lower screens NO?
GXO_Silek says:
:: Activates the holo device::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: Borg activity heightens aboard the Ossarra ship
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir. :: Fingers fly over her console as she shuts down the transporters::
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Bites lip and concentrates on his console::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
AXO: Sir, Borg activity has just heightened on the Ossara vessel.
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com. Apache: They are Ossarra. They serve us.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Taps the console again::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Do we have an uplink from the Apache? And set internal sensors on maximum.
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, the Borg activity has accelerated.
AXO_Linard says:
:: Nods to the ACTO:: ACTO: Thank you.... stand by... don't do anything just yet...
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Nods::
ASO_Hammond says:
*ACSO*: sir, there is nothing more about the planet that we didn't know already. I'll keep looking though.
AXO_Linard says:
Com: Rhianok: I see. Would you mind if I asked how they came about to serve you?
ACSO_Storal says:
*ASO* Acknowledged. Keep on it.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GTO: Firing solutions into the computer, but stay weapons cold. They are not to be used without my direct order.
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Is activates as Commander Silek inserts the "key"::
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sensors on maximum.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: So I see. 
GTO_Vestabo says:
GTO: Aye sir.
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com Apache: They serve Ossarra
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Monitors the tactical sensors::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: Both Apache and Ganymede transporter consoles begin to activate as if by magic
Host GCO_Taylor says:
CSO: Go to active scanning of the Ossarran vessel, but be discreet about it.
ACIV_Xavier says:
ACTO: Sir, transporters are being activated.
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: Sir something is haywire in the Transporter control
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Raises eyebrows:: GCO: Sir, the transporters are being activated!
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Hears a transporter whine::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
ACIV: Can you locate the source?
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: Looks to one side as if giving an order::
ACIV_Xavier says:
ACTO: Working on it.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Instinctively goes for a phaser under the TAC console::
AMO_Sarel says:
:: Wonders what is going on upstairs::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Smiles:: Com: Rhianok: Yes of course, but what I mean is, how did they come aboard your ship? How did they join you?
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Walks to the back of the bridge::
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Grabs phasers and tosses them to the bridge crew::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Taps communicator to activate universal translator in COM badge::
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Grabs phaser from under her console::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Looks back at AOPS:: AOPS: Define haywire, Mr. Lowell....
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Matches the Apache's heading to maintain defensive cohesion then looks at Suvok and tries to swallow::
Host Septimum says:
Action: 2 Borg appear..1 on the Gany Mede the other on Apache
OCO_Rhianok says:
Com Apache: They have, as you say repatriated
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Grabs her phaser under TAC station::
Host Treo says:
ACTION: As the humanoids materialize on each pad in front of the crew, the crew is first struck by the fact that their cybernetic implants are clearly intact and functioning, but the drone moves with a comfort level not normally associated with Borg drones. Each wears a mask covering his mouth, which they begin to peal back and away.
Host Septimum says:
Septimum appears on the Apache
Host Treo says:
ACTION: On each ship the drone’s facial features, while humanoid, are not from any known species that the Federation has previously encountered.
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: One Borg has transported aboard the Apache
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Stands up from command chair and awaits the outcome of the Borg actions::
Host Treo says:
Treo appears on the Ganymede
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Keeps her phaser at her side::
ACIV_Xavier says:
ACTO: Sir they are in the transporter room.
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: No confirmation on species
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
:: Nods to Kathleen... then looks toward AOPS as he notifies them of the Borg::
Host Septimum says:
:: Looks about the room and holds out empty hands::
Host Treo says:
:: Looks around the Transporter room and smiles slightly as he breaths deeply:: All: It's good to breath oxygen again...
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Nods at the ACIV's words::
ACSO_Storal says:
:: Locks out computer core::
Host Treo says:
:: Smiles and nods to the unseen voice:: *GCO*: Thank you...
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Licks his dry lips and focuses his mind.::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Raises eyebrow::
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACO/XO: He is in TR 1
AXO_Linard says:
:: Looks to the ACO:: ACO: Should I go meet him?
Host Septimum says:
:: Walks off transporter pad::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Motions to the GTO to lower her phaser::
Host Treo says:
:: Steps down off the transporter pad and glances around the transporter room:: Self: Inefficient design...
GHMP_Lu says:
GCO: Captain should I "escort the visitor?
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Puts phaser at her side::
Host Septimum says:
:: Looks at console and taps COMM to the bridge::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
*TREO*: Please await me where you are. I shall join you there momentarily.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GXO: you have the bridge. GCNS: You are with me.
GHMP_Lu says:
GCO: I shall join you Captain.
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at the Captain::
Host Septimum says:
*Bridge*: This is Septimum of Ossarra
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
AOPS: Thank you LT. AXO: No, I'll go Commander.
Host Treo says:
*GCO*: Of course...:: steps up behind the transporter controllers and begins looking them over seriously::
AMO_Sarel says:
*ACO* Sir, we are ready in sickbay for anything...what's going on up there?
OCO_Rhianok says:
:: Stands unmoving on the Ossarra bridge::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Nods:: GCO: Aye Sir
GCNS_Ashworth says:
GCO: Aye sir:: goes with the GCO::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Follows the GCO::
ASO_Hammond says:
:: Paces around stellar cart. Wondering what he's missing::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
GOPS: Lock out the computer core in case this is for real about the Borg.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
ACO: Sir, do you wish me to accompany you?
AOPS_Lowell says:
*Septimum* Go Ahead sir
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
ACTO: Lieutenant, you're with me:: stands and walks to the TL::
AXO_Linard says:
Com: Rhianok: Of course, I thought that might be the case. Our captain is on our way to meet one of them as we speak
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Steps into the TL with the GCNS::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Follows the ACO::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
ACIV: You have tactical.
Host Septimum says:
*Bridge*: I am here to negotiate on behalf of my benefactors
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Moves to main tactical station::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Enters the TL::
GXO_Silek says:
GOPS: Give me a detailed scan of the Ossara ship Commander.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
:: Enters the TL:: TL: TR1
AOPS_Lowell says:
*Septimum* The Captain is on her way to meet you in Transporter Room 1
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Exits TL and enters TR1:: 
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
ACO: Sir, I ......
GOPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir. :: Begins to lock out the computer core. :: Computer, security lock out of the computer core Alpha, Delta one one five Serok.
Host Septimum says:
*Bridge*: Very well
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Hesitates::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Follows the GCO::
OCO_Rhianok says:
COM. Federation vessels: Treo and Septimum will speak for the Ossarra
GOPS_Serok says:
GXO: Aye Sir.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Purposely goes over his readouts and makes the necessary adjustments to the Mede's trim and pitch::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Rubs her abdomen as she enters TR1 with the GCO::
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
ACTO: What is it Lieutenant? :: Steps off the TL as the doors open and walks toward the TR::
AXO_Linard says:
COM: Rhianok: Thank you. I look forward to meeting with them. It has been a pleasure talking with you.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
ACO: I have not met the Borg before. I am a little nervous, to say the least.
Host Treo says:
:: Walks up briskly to the CO and CNS:: GCO: You are Vulcan! :: Says it as if it were a discovery::
OCO_Rhianok says:
COM Federation vessels;:: Bows slightly::
Host Septimum says:
:: Awaits the ACO::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Nods to AOPS to end the transmission::
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Begins to transmit information the GXO ask for to his PADD::
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Cuts the transmission::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Heads over to the TAC console:: GTO: Ensign Vestabo, please monitor the activity in the Transporter Room.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
Treo: Welcome to the USS Ganymede, Treo. I am Captain Taylor, the Commanding officer of this vessel. And I am half Vulcan. I am also half human. This is my Counselor, Lt. Commander Ashworth. How may we be of assistance to you?
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: What do you think Commander?
GTO_Vestabo says:
GXO: Aye sir.
Host Treo says:
:: Extends a highly implanted arm and shakes the CO's hand briskly:: GCO: A pleasure to meet you, Captain ... I speak for the Ossarra.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
ACTO: That's understandable, but I expect you to at least appear calm...:: enters the TR:: Septimum: Greetings, I'm Captain Turnbull, welcome to the USS Apache.
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Enters the Transporter Room.::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Nods in Treo's direction::
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Monitors activity in TR from TAC1::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Looks at the Borg drone::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Stands a few steps behind Capt.. Tyria-Turnbull::
ACIV_Xavier says:
:: Monitors the Ossarran ship::
Host Septimum says:
ACO: On behalf of Ossarra I greet you
AXO_Linard says:
:: Smiles at AOPS:: AOPS: I think that they are just as curious about us as we are of them, but it's interesting enough to say the least
Host GCO_Taylor says:
Treo: the pleasure is mine, sir. :: Returns grip for grip politely:: May we take you to our conference room?
Host Treo says:
GCO: On behalf of the Ossarra, I would like to greet you.
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Regards the Borg drones behind Septimum::
Host Septimum says:
:: You are Female of the species Human?
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Takes a slow deep breath and looks GOPS and GTO:: GOPS & GTO: Am I the only one creeped out about this situation?
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: Interesting might lead to Dangerous... and Jon and I just put this thing back together...:: grins::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
Treo: And I greet you on behalf of the United Federation of Planets.
Host Treo says:
GCO: Certainly Captain. We may speak in your conference room. And your Counselor may join us.
GTO_Vestabo says:
GFCO: Not "creeped out" just skeptical.
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Returns to monitoring the TR::
Host Treo says:
:: Reaches out a hand to the Counselor and shakes his hand fervently::
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
:: Greets Septimum:: Septimum: We appreciate your greeting, and yes, I am a human female.
GOPS_Serok says:
GFCO: "Creeped", what exactly is a "creeped" Mr. Harlok?
AXO_Linard says:
:: Sits in her seat calmly:: AOPS: Take it easy Mr. Lowell, there's no need to panic just yet.... these people seem peaceful enough.....
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Listens::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
Treo: The honor will be mine
GXO_Silek says:
:: Nods at the Ensign as he enters the bridge with a translator from a shuttlecraft::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Looks at the counselor and raises an eyebrow a fraction of a centimeter:: Treo: Of course. Please follow us.
Host Septimum says:
ACO: I am honored
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: Aye, Ma'am. But you know the difference between the wise man and the fool? Don’t you? The wise man doesn't leave his back undefended
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Shakes head:: GOPS: Uncomfortably nervous, Sir. Other words this is just plain... WRONG!!
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Shakes Treo's hand::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Leads the procession to the TL and steps inside:: TL: Deck two.
Host Treo says:
:: Follows behind the Captain and Counselor and stares at everything they pass quite interested in what is going on around them:: GCNS: You are with child, are you not?
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Follows up the rear and says nothing::
Host Septimum says:
ACO: We are aware of your mistrust of our species
GTO_Vestabo says:
GXO: The GCO and GCNS are leaving the TR with our ambassador. Do you want me to continue monitoring them?
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Follows the GCO and Treo::
GOPS_Serok says:
GFOC: Lt, nervousness is an emotion I am unfamiliar with.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Nods to the GTO:: GTO: Yes Ensign
Host Septimum says:
ACO: I assure you we mean no harm, nor due our benefactors
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Instinctively looks for a weak spot on the drone::
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Smirks at GOPS:: GOPS: Figures. Why don't you assign the "Ambassador" my usual quarters? I'd feel better.
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Monitors the GCO, GCNS, and the Borg ambassador from TAC1::
ACIV_Xavier says:
AOPS: This situation is quite strange.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum: The mistrust comes more from lack of knowledge.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Arrives at the deck two conference facility:: ALL: Here we are. Please come in, Treo. May I offer you refreshment of any kind?
AOPS_Lowell says:
ACIV: Agreed:: raises eyebrows::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Installs the new translator from the shuttlecraft into the bridge systems::
GOPS_Serok says:
GFCO: Indeed Mister Harlok. :: Raises her eyebrow at the GFCO::
Host Treo says:
:: Looks around the conference curiously, studies the objects on the wall closely:: GCO: No, I do not require nourishment at this time.
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Looks to see if the translator came back up::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Returns to the bridge::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Enters the conference room::
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Monitors the conference room and deck 2::
Host Septimum says:
ACO: Ah yes understandable. We wish to discuss our plans for V'halla
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum: It is our desire that this contact will eliminate that. If you'll come with me, I'll take you to the Briefing Room where we can talk more openly.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Sighs and mutters something about the temperature of green blood::
GXO_Silek says:
:: Notices the return of the hologram::
Host Treo says:
:: Turns to the table:: We wish to discuss our plans for V'halla.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
Treo: Very well then. Would you wish to sit? and how may we of the Ganymede be of assistance to the Ossara?
Host Septimum says:
ACO: As you wish
Host Treo says:
:: Looks at the chair before him for a moment ... pulls it out and sits:: GCNS: Quite comfortable...
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Takes a sit so she can see both the GCO and Treo::
GOPS_Serok says:
GFCO: Did you say something Mister Harlok?
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum: V'halla? Is that the planet that the Ossarra want to purchase? :: Leads the way to the TL, then on the Briefing room::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Enters the bridge::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Does not recognize the name V'halla::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
Treo: Yes very comfortable. :: Smiles::
AXO_Linard says:
:: Wonders how the Captain is doing with their visitor::
Host Septimum says:
ACO: Yes it is a holy name ... a holy place
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Shakes head and continues to monitor the Mede's engines and flight path:: GOPS: Nothing of import Sir.
GHMP_Lu says:
GXO: Commander, how do you like you new job?
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Falls into step behind the ACO and Septimum, glancing at the Borg to the left of him::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Seats himself after the guest has been seated out of respect:: Treo: V'halla?
Host Treo says:
GCO: V'halla is a holy name ... it is a holy place.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Looks over the GTO's shoulder at the conference room::
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum: I see. I would like to hear more about this V'halla.
Host Septimum says:
:: Notices the side glance of the ACTO and smiles in return::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
Treo: Indeed. You must tell me more. I am anxious to hear.
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: That name seems familiar to her in some way but she can't place it off hand::
GTO_Vestabo says:
GXO: Would you like me to bring this up on TAC Station 2 sir?
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Nods at the GFCO and after he turns his back she turns up the corner of her mouth slightly so that no one can see her. ::
Host Treo says:
GCNS: Rhianok, our Ossarran Captain, believes that we now orbit V'halla. So we wish to negotiate its purchase.
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Notices the look on the AXO's face:: AXO: I am sure they are fine
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
: Enters the Briefing room:: Septimum: Please make yourself comfortable:: motions to the chairs surrounding the briefing table::
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Smiles at the AXO::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Takes up position next to the entrance to the Briefing Room::
GCNS_Ashworth says:
Treo: Purchase?
Host Septimum says:
ACO: Thank you... looks at furniture and decor:: ACO: is this a body receptacle? A Chair?
Host Treo says:
GCNS: I assure you, we have much to offer in its exchange. Our people have been collecting the necessary funds for some time.
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Leans over to GOPS:: GOPS: Sir... can you make it so we can hear what's going on in the conference room?
GCNS_Ashworth says:
Treo: I see
Host GCO_Taylor says:
Treo: And what is V'halla? I am greatly interested to hear about it.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Shakes head:: GTO: Negative.. Continue to monitor.. :: Heads to the command chair and sits down::
Host Treo says:
:: Looks at the GCaptain blankly:: GCO: It is a holy name ... a holy place.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
:: Nods:: Septimum: Yes it is. :: Waits until Septimum is seated before sitting herself::
GTO_Vestabo says:
GXO: Aye sir.
GOPS_Serok says:
:: Looks at the GFCO and then at the GXO:: GFCO: perhaps Lt.
Host GCO_Taylor says:
Treo: and your Captain believes that this is V'halla. May I ask why?
GHMP_Lu says:
GXO: Well Commander, how do you like the new Job?
AXO_Linard says:
:: Eyes AOPS:: AOPS: I'm sure they are... I'd know if they weren't....
Host Septimum says:
:: Sits and begins to explain the Ossarra::
AOPS_Lowell says:
:: Laughs lightly::
Host GCO_Taylor says:
:: Realizes that this drone may not have the answer::
GFCO_Harlok says:
:: Grins evilly and watches GOPS out of the corner of his eye::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Walks around the bridge::
GOPS_Serok says:
GXO: I have been discreetly monitoring the conversation.
GXO_Silek says:
:: Reviews the sensor readings of the Ossara ship::
AOPS_Lowell says:
AXO: We will know soon enough...
GCNS_Ashworth says:
:: Listens intently to Treo::
AStrOps_Turnbull says:
:: Is monitoring the conversation thru mind link with his wife::
ACTO_Cha`Dak says:
:: Listens to Septimum speak::
Host Treo says:
:: Nods:: GCO: Of course, Captain. The prophecy of "one" foretold that we would find V'halla. It would be the first planet we found with a proper composition.
Host ACO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
:: Listens intently as Septimum discusses the Ossarra::
GTO_Vestabo says:
:: Monitors the Ossara ship and the briefing room and deck 2::
GHMP_Lu says:
:: Looks out at the viewscreen looking at the large Ossarran ship::
Host Septimum says:
<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>


